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Northwest wheat–soil systems
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Rachael Plunkett1 and Francisco J. Calderón1
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Soil organic carbon (SOC) is considered a significant contributor to soil water

retention. However, generalizations about the role of SOC in available water-

holding capacity (AWHC) may have inaccurately portrayed this relationship. We

aim to reexamine the relationship between SOC and water retention using the

National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS) Database. We focus on regional soil

groups within the Pacific Northwest wheat production region, including

Haploxerolls, Argixerolls, Haplocambids, and Durixerolls. We evaluated 77 sites

based on SOC, total nitrogen (TN), pH, texture, bulk density (BD), field capacity

(FC), permanent wilting point (PWP), and AWHC. Our findings indicate that

texture and BD were the most significant contributors to AWHC variation,

while SOC played a secondary role in explaining this variation. Mid-infrared

(MIR) spectroscopy coupled with a random forest (RF) algorithm was used to

evaluate the importance of spectral bands in determining changes in FC and

PWP. This analysis identified mineral bands related to inner-surface hydroxyl

groups in kaolinite (3700 cm −1) and Si-O-Si overtones (1870 cm −1) as the most

important spectral contributors to PWP. The water retention at FC was

associated with organic absorbances relevant to soil aggregation, such as

polysaccharide C–O (~1035 cm −1), while mineral bands were relatively less

influential. This study highlights the need to reexamine the impact of SOC as well

as the interaction between soil texture and compaction on soil water retention to

elucidate the underlying mechanisms responsible for AWHC, thus providing

insight into future drought adaptation strategies.
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1 Introduction

Pacific Northwest Region of North America (PNW) face

challenges for grain production due to a decline in soil organic

carbon (SOC), decreased precipitation, and the intensification of

seasonal droughts (1, 2). There is currently no consensus on how

small increases in soil organic matter (SOM) might affect available

water-holding capacity (AWHC) (3, 4). Given the high diversity of

soils and land uses, generalizations about SOM’s role in soil AWHC

must be demonstrated at a regional scale for defined soil types and

specific cropping systems.

Improving the ability of soil to retain water and nutrients is

crucial to achieving higher agricultural productivity in dryland

cropping systems (5). Increasing SOC through organic

amendments, such as biochar and farmyard manure, is one

strategy that is receiving considerable attention as a way of

making agroecosystems more resilient (6). Despite the

demonstrated importance of SOC in soil water retention,

variations in AWHC are shaped by the interplay of soil

mechanical, physico-chemical, and biological processes (7–9).

These differences are also associated with specific environmental

and farm-specific conditions, which makes it challenging to

generalize observed patterns and develop a predictive

understanding of AWHC dynamics. For example, AWHC in

coarse-textured soils tends to be more responsive to the effects of

organic amendments than fine-textured soils, due to lower initial

SOC values and a wider range for improvement related to pore

space (10). Indeed, when SOC content is lower, an increase in

carbon (C) content leads to increased water retention in sandy soil

and decreased water retention in fine-textured soil (11, 12).

Likewise, it is well known that agronomic practices such as tillage,

inorganic fertilization, and crop rotation, as well as the presence of

certain plant species can also affect water storage (13–15).

A potential approach that may provide important insight into

AWHC is the application of spectroscopy to identify water-

retaining soil components. Diffuse reflectance mid-infrared (MIR)

spectroscopy can potentially reduce the cost and effort involved in

analyzing soil health (16, 17). Mid-infrared bands (4000–400 cm −1)

are sensitive to texture-related absorbances like Si–O, quartz (sand),

and kaolinite clays (18, 19). Soil C moieties can be identified by

amide stretching near 1680 cm−1, carboxylate at 1600-1400 cm −1,

stretching vibration of carboxyl groups C═O at 1740 cm –1, and

aliphatic stretching vibration (3000–2800 cm −1). In addition,

spectral bands can be correlated with soil water properties and

have been used to predict soil water content (17, 20). For example,

MIR absorption at 3700 cm −1 correlates closely with water suction

at −1500 kPa, which is associated with clay minerals (21).

Although many studies provide convincing evidence that

changes in SOC are responsible for increased plant-available

water (3, 22, 23), the role of C in AWHC dynamics is still

ambiguous due to conflicting results reported in the literature (4).

Downscaling from global to regional scales reduces uncertainties

associated with internal soil-specific variability, revealing the effects

of various hidden factors (24). Therefore, this study seeks to

evaluate the contribution of SOC to AWHC in the PNW at a
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regional scale. Its main objectives are: 1) examine the relationship

between soil water retention and SOC in PNW agricultural soils, 2)

identify soil attributes associated with AWHC at a regional spatial

scale, and 3) demonstrate the capability of MIR absorbances to

predict AWHC.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Site description

The Soil Characterization Database at the USDA NRCS

National Soil Survey Center in Lincoln, Nebraska, was used for

this study. We included soil and spectral data from 77 locations in

Idaho, Washington, and Oregon. We selected 144 samples,

including Mollisols (Argixerolls, Haploxerolls, Durixerolls) and

Aridisols (Haplocambids). The selected samples are a good

representation of the potential wheat production soils of the

Pacific Northwest (Figure 1). We focused on the A horizon and

transitional A–B horizons since these soil layers are more

responsive to agricultural management. The mean annual

temperature (MAT) in this study area ranges between 5.3 and

11.6°C, while annual precipitation (P) varies from 217–2300

mm annually.
2.2 Soil sampling and laboratory analysis

Natural Resources Conservation Service records were queried

for surface and mineral A horizons, using the National Cooperative

Soil Survey (NCSS) Characterization Database maintained by the

Kellogg Soil Survey. We specifically selected points that contained

spectral information as well as field capacity (FC) and permanent

wilting point (PWP) data (25). Each point had measurements of

coarse fragment free (>2 mm) oven-dried BD (core and clod

method; g cm–3), particle-size distribution (pipette method; sand,

silt, and clay; % wt), SOC (total carbon determined by dry

combustion minus CaCO3–C measured using the electronic

manometer method, % wt), soil pH in 1:1 water suspension, and

TN (dry combustion, wt %), gravimetric water content at PWP

(−1,500 kPa) and FC (−33 kPa) measured with the pressure plate

apparatus (% wt). The AWHC was calculated as the difference

between the water retained at FC and PWP. All laboratory methods

are described in (26).
2.3 Application of machine learning to
mid-infrared spectra

Spectra in the MIR library were obtained from air-dried soil

samples (35–37°C), passed through a 2-mm sieve, and ground

to<180 μm. For mineral soils, ∼15 g of the<2-mm soil was

ground using a Planetary Ball Mill with silicon nitride bowls and

balls (Pulverisette 5, Fritsch). Full details about the spectroscopic

methods can be found in Seybold et al. (27). Standard normal
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variate (SNV) was used to standardize the spectra, scaling to zero

mean and unit standard deviation before averaging them (28). The

spectra used were the average of the four sampling site replicates.

Subsequently, the averaged spectra were baseline corrected in order

to perform a Random Forest (RF) learning algorithm (method =

‘rf”) for both regression and feature selection. Machine learning

analyses were implemented using the Caret and randomForest

packages in the R software environment (29, 30). The variable

selection analysis was conducted using the calibrated RF model in

order to select only relevant and contributing features

(wavelengths) (31). The calibrations were performed using default

and optimized settings, including the number of variables to be

considered at each split (mtry) and the number of trees (ntree). The

final values used for the model were mtry = 4; ntree = 500. The root

mean squared error (RMSE) and R-squared (R2) were used as

criteria to select the optimal calibration model. The RF method also

produces a measure of importance for each variable, quantifying the

relative contribution to the prediction accuracy (32). The feature

contribution is calculated by randomly permuting the variable’s

values among the “out of bag” observations for each tree, optimizing

the RMSE, and averaging the total number of trees.
2.4 Statistical analysis

Since some variables were not normally distributed, we carried

out Spearman’s correlations between volumetric water content at

FC and PWP with soil physical and chemical variables. A

redundancy analysis (RDA) was conducted to determine the

relationship among soil physico-chemical parameters, as well as

categorical variables such as soil classification and functional

horizon designations. The RDA is a linear model based on
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multiple linear regression. A forward selection on RDA was

performed to test which environmental variables could

significantly explain soil water retention. The forward selection

procedure in RDA, based on Monte Carlo permutation with 499

iterations, was performed to determine the most significant

discriminating variables affecting AWHC (P< 0.05).
3 Results

3.1 Influence of soil properties on
water retention

The selected soil samples display a wide range of soil textural

classes from sandy loam to sandy clay loam, as well as SOC content

between 1.4 and 71.4 g kg−1 (Table 1). The SOC and TN exhibit high

positive kurtosis, 3.3 and 4.2, respectively, with a high probability of

observing extremes in the tails in our dataset. Clay content ranged

from 2.2 to 44.9%, sand from 12 to 88.4%, and silt from 8.1– 61.6%.

BD ranged between 0.9 and 1.8 g cm−3 and pH between 4.3 and 8.3.

The soils in this study displayed a wide range of volumetric water

content at −1,500 kPa (PWP), ranging from 32.4- 5.3%. While the

water content held at −33 kPa (FC) ranged from 12.1–52.4%. The

PWP data had high positive skewness showingmore data on the right

side than FC data. Accordingly, across the sites, the average AWHC

in the surface soil horizons was 13.6% ±   5.7.

A Spearman’s correlation matrix of soil characteristics is shown

in Figure 2. Clay and BD were significantly and negatively

correlated with AWHC (P< 0.05). Water retention at PWP and

FC showed positive associations with SOC, but SOC values were not

well suited to explain AWHC. Our analysis revealed that FC was

strongly associated with BD, while PWP was highly responsive to
FIGURE 1

Sampling locations included in the study area. The 77 sites represented a broad range of conditions typically encountered in the US Pacific
Northwest. The map shows the predicted annual maximum number of consecutive dry days (< 0.25 mm) in areas of current agricultural production
by the year 2050 in a Business-As-Usual Scenario. ArcGIS Pro software was employed to create the map.
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clay. We also used RDA to summarize the linear relationship

between soil properties and water hydraulic properties (Figure 3).

In the RDA ordination biplot, axes 1 and 2 explained 2.8 and 8.8%,

respectively. In general, for this dataset, the RDA analysis showed

that increases in BD negatively affect available water at FC, leading

to a decrease in AWHC (Figure 3). According to RDA analysis,

measured soil properties explained a total of 37.7% of the variation

in AWHC. Forward selection applied to RDA indicated that

physical properties such as BD had the greatest influence on

AWHC (Table 2), accounting for 28.2% for this sample set. Other

soil properties like clay, SOC, and sand were less important drivers

of AWHC and only explained a small amount of variation. Clay,

SOC, and sand accounted for 2.9%, 3.0%, and 3.1% of the variation

in AWHC, respectively (p< 0.05) (Table 2).
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3.2 Relationships between organic and
mineral spectra MIR signatures

The MIR absorbance data were used to develop predictive

models for PWP, FC, SOC, and clay using RF regression

(Figure 4). The SOC and PWP performed best, with R2 values

greater than 0.90, while the calibration built for clay and FC

estimation achieved R2 values of 0.81–0.85, respectively

(Supplementary Figure S1). The RF variable importance analysis

was applied in order to identify the spectral features that had the

greatest influence on PWP, FC, SOC and clay calibrations

(Figure 5). The results showed that the most influential

absorbances vary according to each soil property (SOC, clay, FC,

and PWP). The OH-stretch (3750–3100 cm –1) and the Si-O-Si
FIGURE 2

Spearman rank correlation matrix of soil hydraulic properties and soil chemical physical included in the A horizon and transitional A–B horizons.
Available water-holding capacity (AWHC), bulk density (BD), field capacity −33 kPa (FC), permanent wilting point −1500 kPa (PWP), soil organic
carbon (SOC), total nitrogen (TN). Only significant correlations are shown P<0.05).
TABLE 1 Summary statistics of variables in the surface soil (A and transitional A–B horizons) (n=144).

Soil property Unit n Mean SD Max Min Median 25% 75% Skewness Kurtosis

SOC g kg–1 142 19.3 12.3 71.4 1.4 16.9 10.9 23.5 1.6 3.3

TN g kg–1 142 1.8 1.0 6.6 0.2 1.7 1.2 2.2 1.5 4.2

Clay % 142 19.9 8.9 44.9 2.2 20.2 13.3 25.4 0.1 -0.2

Silt % 142 30.0 12.0 61.6 8.1 28.3 23.1 36.3 0.6 -0.2

Sand % 142 50.1 17.4 88.4 12.0 48.8 37.7 63.0 0.1 -0.7

BD g cm–3 142 1.4 0.2 1.8 0.9 1.4 1.2 1.5 -0.2 -0.4

pH 142 6.2 0.8 8.3 4.3 6.1 5.7 6.8 0.4 -0.1

PWP % 142 13.6 5.9 32.4 5.3 11.4 9.4 16.4 1.2 0.6

FC % 142 27.3 7.2 52.4 12.1 25.9 22.5 33.1 0.8 1.1

AWHC % 142 13.7 5.7 30.9 2.2 12.7 10.1 16.4 0.8 0.5
fro
The soil properties include available water-holding capacity (AWHC), field capacity −33 kPa (FC), permanent wilting point −1500 kPa (PWP), pH, soil organic carbon (SOC), texture (clay, silt,
and sand), total nitrogen (TN).
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overtone (1870 cm −1) contributed the most to PWP. The most

influential bands for FC were in the 1080–1038 cm −1 region,

putatively attributed to organic functional groups such as -CO

stretch and the C–O and C–N of carboxylic acids and amides. For

SOC, the top-ranked bands included 2930–2870 cm −1, representing

aliphatic CH stretching of methyl and methylene groups.

The ratio of organic to mineral wavelengths was calculated

based on the RF relative variable importance ranking for MIR

signatures (Figure 5). The most significant contributors to the

calibration model correspond to absorption wavelengths at

around ~3600 cm −1, resulting from the first overtone stretch

vibration of water molecules as well as from higher overtones or

combination vibrations of organic compounds at ~1200 cm −1.

Thus, we defined the ratio eq. (1), which we called (org=min) as the

quotient of the arithmetic mean of the organic region (org) to the

arithmetic mean of the mineral region (min)   starting at i

wavelength (cm −1) and ending at n (cm −1).
Frontiers in Soil Science 05
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The data followed an exponential decay trend for PWP but not

for FC (Figure 6). The water retention at PWP decreased

exponentially as the organic (1319–1278 cm −1) to mineral

(3720–3695 cm −1) absorbance ratio decreased. Decreasing

quotients of the org=min ratio indicate a higher degree of water

retention at PWP.
4 Discussion

There is considerable interest in understanding how an increase

in SOCmight affect water retention, particularly if this occurs under

increasing drought stress. Our results highlighted the factors

controlling AWHC in the dryland production region of the

PNW. In addition, the MIR absorbance features caused by

minerals and organic compounds improved our understanding of

the soil attributes related to AWHC.

Topsoil BD is essential in controlling water and air movement

through soil and facilitating root growth and proliferation (33). In

our study, we found that BD > soil texture > SOC were critical

factors affecting AWHC (Table 2), which aligned with previous

studies showing that reduced soil BD and compaction lead to an

increase in FC, thus increasing AWHC (34). Although BD was

found to be the most important factor associated with AWHC in

PNW soils, a considerable portion of the variation could not be

explained by the measured variables. Several factors might be

contributing to this unexplained variation, including other soil

structural properties (i.e., aggregation), local variations in soil

type, and legacy effects of farm management (35). Therefore, we

suggest that the impacts of BD on AWHC were not exclusively

derived from SOC content in our study. Instead, we believe that the

mechanisms underlying increased BD were based on inherent soil

properties influencing soil structure and pore-space relationships

(e.g., textural characteristics), as well as compaction caused by

farming practices or other disturbances (e. g., tillage, wheel traffic,

soil cover) (36, 37).

The effect of SOC on water retention was studied through

correlation and further examined using spectroscopy (Figures 4, 5).

Variable importance obtained through RF identified a set of MIR
TABLE 2 Stepwise forward multiple linear regression analysis between available water-holding capacity (AWHC) and explanatory variables including
bulk density (BD), soil organic carbon (SOC), texture (clay, silt, and sand), total nitrogen (TN).

Soil property Explains (%) Contribution (%) pseudo-F P

BD 28.2 74.8 55 0.002

Clay 2.9 7.7 5.9 0.024

Sand 3.0 7.8 6.2 0.008

SOC 3.3 8.8 7.2 0.010

TN 0.3 0.8 0.7 0.369

pH <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.758
Explanatory variables account 37.7% of the variation in AWHC.
FIGURE 3

Redundancy analysis (RDA) ordination biplot showing the relationship
of soil attributes with soil hydraulic properties in the horizon A.
Available water-holding capacity (AWHC), field capacity −33 kPa (FC),
permanent wilting point −1500 kPa (PWP), soil organic carbon (SOC),
total nitrogen (TN). n=142.
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wavelengths that are associated with FC and PWP. The spectral

responses related to water retention at PWP and FC showed clear

differences. For water retention at PWP, our findings show a larger

contribution of organic components associated with clay and silt

fractions at 1290–1080 cm −1, which can overlap with other

absorption bands, including aromatics and labile fulvic acids (38).

In addition, the most prominent wavelength in terms of RF at 3700

cm −1, presumably ascribed to clays, was also found to be significant

for PWP predictions (18, 39).
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Furthermore, we observed that PWP declined exponentially with

decreasing MIR spectral signatures associated with organic-to-

mineral components (Figure 6). In addition, PWP declined

exponentially with a decreasing organic-to-mineral spectral ratio

(Figure 6), indicating that an increase in mineral soil’s adsorption

capacity for SOM leads to higher retention at PWP. Conversely, with

a higher ratio of organic to mineral due to lower clay content or clay

particles reaching saturation, the water retained by clay decreases

proportionally to water held in free SOM (not bounded with

minerals), resulting in lower PWP. These findings were consistent

with the fact that adsorptive forces that govern water content are

closely related to fine particle fractions and SOM (40). In contrast,

this is not observed in FC, where soil physical attributes such as BD,

rather than mineralogy, exerted a direct and dominant impact.

Indeed, our results show influential absorption at 1035 cm −1,

which can be attributed to polysaccharides in soil aggregation for

FC (41). We also found that MIR can inform our understanding of

AWHC, and specific spectral bands may be used as proxies to track

the potential of soils to retain water. This could be advantageous

because directly measuring soil water content at PWP is a slow and

laborious process (42).

We argue that the relationship between SOM and AWHC must

be examined for specific soils and situations. Previous studies have

demonstrated the consistently limited effect of SOC on AWHC on

various spatial scales (3, 4). In this scenario, it is difficult to draw

conclusions about organic amendment application for drought

adaptation if we do not address the textural interactions and soil

compaction in soils of the PNW. Indeed, our findings support

previous studies that show a limited effect of SOM through biochar

amendment on water content at FC in Oregon agricultural soils with
FIGURE 5

Variables importance analysis derived from a random forest (RF) regression model. The plot shows the most influential wavelengths (wn) in the MIR
region for the prediction of A) soil organic carbon (SOC), permanent wilting point (PWP), field capacity (FC) and clay minerals.
FIGURE 4

Mid-infrared diffuse reflectance spectra from 77 sites collected in
the A horizon and transitional A–B horizons in the US Pacific
Northwest (n=142). The spectra were transformed by standard
normal variate (SNV) and linear baseline correction.
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varying textures (43). Understanding how these factors interact is

especially important because the soil C accumulation rate decreases

where soils are inherently nutrient-limited; therefore, any treatment

that reduces compaction could be more cost-effective as a drought-

adaptive strategy for this area. A challenge for future research will be

to elucidate soil functions that minimize compaction.
5 Conclusion

This study analyzes patterns and drivers of AWHC at a regional

scale in the PNW. We found that BD and texture explain the most

significant amount of variation in AWHC, while SOC was less

important. Altogether, these results suggest that compaction effects

predominate over soil C effects in determining water storage.

Therefore, an increase in AWHC cannot necessarily be achieved

with an increase in C input if texture properties are not considered.

A RF variable importance analysis for predicting water retention at

PWP and FC showed apparent spectroscopic differences, with a

predominant effect of mineral features near 3700 cm −1 for PWP.

This analysis can help target factors with the greatest influence on

AWHC variables. Our results underscore the crucial role of SOM

and underline the importance of both BD and texture as critical

contributors to water retention, such as compaction. The effect of

soil compaction on BD needs substantial attention in order to

inform farmers of the opportunities and options available to address

future droughts.
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